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Stio was founded in the heart of the Tetons to inspire connection with the 
outdoors through beautiful, functional products infused with mountain soul. We 
draw inspiration from our everyday immersion in life here in Jackson Hole: days 

on local rivers, trails and Teton Summits. Technical performance, quality and 
versatility are hallmarks you’ll find in every piece of apparel that we make, be it 

intended for epic alpine pursuits or quieter moments of the mountain life.
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Wilcox Fleece
 V-Neck
see page 13

Pinion Down Vest
see page 09

Azura Insulated Vest
see page 11

Stettner Half Zip
 see page 15

Gannett Peak Half Zip
see page 14

Hometown Down 
Hooded Jacket

see page 08

Azura Insulated Jacket
see page 11

Wilcox Fleece Hoodie
see page 13

Pinion Down Sweater
see page 09

Environ Jacket
see page 16

Wilcox Fleece
Jacket

 see page 13

Basin XT Duffel 
see page 20-21

Basin XT Backpack
see page 20-21

Basin XT Dopp Kit
see page 20-21

Basin XT Tote
see page 20-21

Wilcox Fleece Vest
see page 13

Men's

Basin XT Bags
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Stettner Half Zip
see page 15

Sweetwater Hoodie
see page 12

Gannett Peak Half Zip
 see page 14

Pinion Down Jacket
see page 09

Pinion Down Vest
see page 09

Azura Vest
see page 11

Sweetwater Jacket
see page 12

Azura Jacket
see page 11

Environ Jacket
see page 16

Hometown Down 
Hooded Jacket

see page 08

Women's
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CFS Bags

CFS Duffel 75L
see page 22-23

CFS Backpack
see page 22-23

CFS Duffel 40L
see page 22-23



Matt Hage



Let us help your team satisfy its mountain soul. Stio's "mountain 
town style meets backcountry performance" design ethos is a 

perfect match for your group gifts, uniform programs, corporate 
incentives and special events. We're here to help you find the 

right product, so if there is a Stio product not in this catalog please 
contact us at groupsales@stio.com for details and availability.

W H A T  W E  C A N  D O 

For You
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Mountain town dwellers across the country live in insulation all winter long. This classic inherits the Hometown Down Hooded Jacket’s ALLIED Feather™ 
water repellent goose down, but in a 800-fill that offers exceptional versatility. Wear it to work, to the mountain, or stuff it into your backcountry pack. 
Pertex® Microlight mini-ripstop nylon sheds the elements while HyperDRY™ down will keep you warm and dry, even in wet, snowy conditions. Features 
include exterior chest and handwarmer pockets, adjustable hem with low-pro cord locks for customized fit, and interior stash and security pockets for 
everyday or on-mountain essentials. 

M’s & W’s Hometown Down Hooded Jacket

Men’s  |  Ponderosa Pine, Chili Pepper, Lapis Blue, Tap Shoe  

|  XS-XXL  |  14.5 oz.  |  2160  

|  

Lapis Blue

Down Insulation
ALLIED’s newest water resistant technology, HyperDry™ results from years of research and 

development. Proprietary nanotechnology treatments create the longest lasting water resistant down 
on the market, meaning you stay warm longer in the wettest of conditions. As a bluesign® approved 

textile, it has met the most stringent of sustainable production standards. 
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Meadown Mauve

Women’s  |  Meadow Mauve, Maritime Blue, Ibiza Blue, Atlantic Deep  

|  XS-XL  |  16 oz.  |  1160  



Magnet, Navy Peony, Chili Pepper  |  S-XXL  |  10 oz.  |  2244Chili Pepper, Magnet, Navy Peony  |  S-XXL  |  10 oz.  |  2045
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M’s Pinion Down Vest M’s Pinion Down Sweater

W’s Pinion Down Sweater W’s Pinion Down Vest
Blue Fog, Tomato  |  XS-XL  |  7 oz.  |  1045 Atlantic Deep, Navy Peony, Tomato  |  XS-XL  |  10 oz.  |  1044

M’s & W’s Pinion Down Vest & Sweater
The unexpected chill of an early fall cold snap can strike as easily on the bike ride to the pub as it can on a day in the mountains, and the lightweight Pinion 
Down Sweater prepares you for both. A year-round insulator with sleek, modern style, the Pinion features a lightweight and abrasion-resistant Pertex 
Quantum® ripstop shell that blocks wind and light precip, and responsibly sourced, 800-fill HyperDRY™ water-repellent down that stays warm and lofty 
through mixed alpine conditions. The Pinion’s trim fit offers low-bulk comfort under a harness or over a button-up, and the included stuff sack makes it a 
packable no-brainer in any season.

|  
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Synthetic Insulation
The benchmark in performance of all synthetic insulations, Primaloft Gold is the go-to choice for 

adventurers requiring protection in extreme conditions. Microfibers trap body heat to make this the 
most thermally efficient synthetic insulation available, with water-repellency that insulates even in 
the wettest weather - maintaining 98% of warmth when wet. These unmatched thermal properties 

also feature breathability, packability and outstanding softness. Consider this the pinnacle of 
insulation performance. As a bluesign® approved textile, it has met the most stringent of sustainable 

production standards. 

Jamie Walter



Falcon, Stormy Sea, Maritime Blue  |  S-XXL 

14.5 oz.  |  2166  |  $199

M’s Azura Down Vest M’s Azura Down Jacket
Maritime Blue, Goji Berry, Tap Shoe, Stormy Sea  

S-XXL  |  11 oz.  |  2167  |  $159

W’s Azura Down Jacket W’s Azura Down Vest
Maritime Blue, Goji Berry, Tap Shoe, Stormy Sea

S-XXL  |  11 oz.  |  2167
Jacket   |  Lapis Blue, Tap Shoe, Jalapeno Red 

XS-XL  |  12 oz.  |  1166

M’s & W’s AzuraTM Insulated Vest & Jacket
Stuff this ultra-compressible, lightweight year-round insulator into your carry-on for travel missions or at the bottom of your pack for camping excursions. 
60g of Primaloft® Gold Insulation offers the ultimate in thermal efficiency: incredible warmth-to-weight ratio, breathability, water resistance and a softness 
that comforts in the nastiest of conditions. 
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Sweater Fleece
Sweater Fleece is a unique, 100% polyester textile with a sweater knit face for a wool exterior appearance 

and a soft, brushed interior for maximum comfort. A superb lightweight insulator, it’s hydrophobic qualities 
shed moisture and allow the fabric to dry quickly. Treated to reduce pilling. As a bluesign® approved textile, 

it has met the most stringent of sustainable production standards. 100% Polyester, 330 g/m2. 

Living in Jackson Hole, we love fleece. It’s an athletic staple that’s also welcome at practically any mountain town function. Our Sweetwater fleece styles  
(above) feature a sweater knit face, a brushed interior, and come in poppy colors that boast stylish feminine details. Our quintessential sweater knit Wilcox 
styles (right) offer the refined appearance and warmth of wool, with the technical benefits of fleece. Both make excellent options for everyday warmth.

W’s SweetwaterTM Fleece & M’s Wilcox Fleece

W’s Hoodie   |  Breen, Maritime Blue, Baltic, Smoked Pearl, 

Rooibos Tea, Ponderosa Pine  |  XS-XL  |  15 oz.  |  1178
W’s Jacket  |  Rooibos Tea, Baltic, Tap Shoe, 

Breen  |  XS-XL  |  16 oz.  |  1176

Rooibos Tea Breen 
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M’s Wilcox™ Fleece V-Neck

M’s Wilcox™ Fleece Vest

M’s Wilcox™ Fleece Hoodie

Wilcox™ Fleece Jacket

Rooibos Tea, Smoked Pearl, Maritime Blue, Tap Shoe   
 XS-XXL  |  19 oz.  |  2176

Tap Shoe, Smoked Pearl
 S-XXL  |  14 oz.  |  2179

Maritime Blue, Sea Turtle, Smoked Pearl
S-XXL  |  19 oz.  |  2177

Smoked Pearl, Breen,  Sea Turtle  
 S-XXL  |  16 oz.  |  2178  
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Tech Fleece
Karuishi is a technical fleece concept based on lightweight warmth and durability. A special 2-layer knitted 
construction creates an abrasion-resisant, anti-pilling face and a lofty, brushed next-to-skin backing. The 

end result is a high volume, lightweight insulator that breathes exceptional well. 

M’s & W’s Gannett Peak Half Zip

Men’s  |  Atlantic Deep, Chili Pepper, Eiffel Tower, Lapis Blue, 

Tap Shoe, Russet Brown  |  XS-XXL  |  9.25 oz.  |  2247
Women’s  |  Bright Aqua, Eiffel Tower, Eiffel Tower, Medieval Blue, 

Tap Shoe, Tomato Puree  |  XS-XL  |  7.25 oz.  |  1229

Gannett Peak Fleece is a put-it-on, leave-it-on, no-fuss technical midlayer that you won’t want to leave home without. From cool morning bike commutes 
to fall hikes, this performance fleece is a mountain must-have. Crafted with 100% polyester heathered fleece with a wicking finish and smooth, durable face, 
this midlayer provides technical protection and essential core warmth with easy wearing comfort. Factor it into every adventure.
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Bright Aqua Chili Pepper



Micro Fleece
Polartec® Micro is an ultra lightweight, insulating fabric that’s brushed on both sides for maximum comfort. 

The 100% recycled polyester wicks and sheds moisture, keeps you warm even when wet, and dries 
extremely fast.

Women’s  |  Rhubarb, Dresden Blue, Tap Shoe |  XS-

XL  |  9 oz.  |  1180

M’s & W’s StettnerTM Microfleece
The microfleece has been a wardrobe staple for as long as we can remember and our Stettner has just the perfect ratio of warmth, stretch and breathability 
for mountain life in the fall. Its premiu m Polartec® Micro is made with 100% Recycled Repreve® Polyester and features flatlock seams for easy layering.

Men’s  |  Teal Green, Poseidon, Tap Shoe, Eiffel Tower, 

Black Iris  |  S-XXL  |  7 oz.  |  2180
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Dresden Blue Black Iris



Women's  |  Split Pea, Maritime Blue, Jalapeno Red, 

Ibiza Blue  |  XS-XL  |  24 oz.  |  1150

Men's  |   Lapis Blue, Falcon, Split Pea, Russet Brown, 

Maritime Blue  |   S-XXL    |  28 oz.  |   2150

EnvironTM Jacket
The Cirque, Alta Chutes, Tower 3, the Bowl...iconic Jackson Hole ski runs deserve iconic winter protection. Updated for 2016 with Dermizax® waterproof/
breathable technology, the Environ is comfortable, sleek, eye-catching and ready to take on the worst weather the mountains can deliver. Features include 
YKK® waterproof Vislon® and Aquaguard® zippers, pit-zips for ventilation when temps rise, handwarmer pockets, chest and internal stash pockets. A fully 
adjustable, helmet-compatible hood with laminated brim provide additional protection and a new-this-season, built-in powder skirt keeps you dry on the 
deepest days.

Split Pea, Lapis Blue

Waterproof/Breathable Shell
Toray Dermizax is a durable 50-denier waterproof/breathable fabric with a 20,000mm waterproof, 

10,000g breathability PU laminate for use in extreme outdoor environments. It features mechanical 
stretch for freedom of movement and added performance. The 50-denier outer with 20-denier tricot 

backer provides a soft hand feel and a tenacious 80/20 DWR finish completes the package. 
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Mark Fisher



Basin XTTM Collection
Designed for the weekend warrior, the Basin XT Collection is the perfect companion for overnights 
on the river, ski getaways, desert biking trips and apres-work adventure. Built with beefy 600- and 
900-denier Cordura® EcoMade with DWR, they're  sturdy enough for the most rugged gear, made 
for serious weather protection and loaded with features to keep you organized. With premium 
feature sets and the highest quality fabrics and construction, the Basin XT Bags  are the ultimate, 
everyday gear-haulers for the mountain life. 

Visit Stio.com for the full Basin XT experience. 

Basin XT Carryall  |  OS  |  26 oz.  |  5102

Basin Backpack  |  29L  |  38 oz.  |  5107

Basin X T Duffel  |  56L  |  40 oz.  |  5100 

Basin XT Dopp Kit  |  5L |  9 oz.  |  5103
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Basin XT Carryall
OS  |  26 oz.  |  5102 

Basin Backpack
29L  |  38 oz.  |  5107

Basin XT Dopp Kit  |  5L |  9 oz.  |  5103

Basin XT Bags
Cordura® EcoMade is a durable, recycled, polyester ripstop fabric designed to withstand wear and tear. A 
polyurethane coating and DWR finish provide extra weather protection and make this an ideal fabric for 
use in bags and luggage. The process used to make this fabric reduces energy consumtion and extends 

the useful life of polyester. 
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Basin XT Duffel
56L  |  40 oz.  |  5100

Cade Palmer

Basin XT Bags



CFS™ Backpack
Wet-weather bike commutes, epic cross-continent travel stints and daily runs down the river—all perfect times to load your essentials into the burly, 
weatherproof CFS Backpack. Featuring TPU-coated 600d polyester with welded seams throughout the main body, the CFS Backpack also sports a PU-
coated zippered top opening with roll-top closure for serious weather resistance and easy access to your stuff. Top and side pockets with PU-coated zippers 
provide quick access to small items, and one of them is fleece lined to protect your phone or sunglasses.

Slickrock

CFS Backpack  |  37 liter  |  5125

Large widemouth design for 
easy access  and roll top with 

zipper sheds elements

Super strong tension hook 
hardware locks down to 

compress pack

Interior zippered mesh pocket 
and fleece lined side pocket 

for phone or sunglasses

Fully welded construction 
makes all seams waterproof, 

airtight and extremely durable

External daisy chain for 
easy clip on and accessory 

attachment

Rugged aluminum hardware 
secures adjustable shoulder 
straps for maximum comfort

CFS Bags
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Incredibly water resistant and perfect for hauling river gear or strapping down on extended boat trips, 
the CFS™ Duffel is the ultimate all-weather load hauler. Ecoya fabric uses an innovative color-dying 
production process that uses 89% less water than traditional methods contributing to large energy 

savings and a reduction in chemical emissions. It also results in excellent colorfastness that means less 
fading when exposed to light and water



CFS™ 40L & 75L Duffel
For rugged travel on land and water, wet weather adventures and daily life on the downstream, nothing beats the gear swallowing capabilities and weatherproof 
protection of our CFS Duffels. Designed with TPU-coated 600d polyester with welded seams throughout the main body, the CFS Duffel features a PU-
coated zippered top opening with a storm flap for weather resistance and easy access. Side D-rings and daisy chains let you quickly strap in or clip on, while 
adjustable, removable shoulder straps make for easy carrying when you’re dashing for a flight or hoofing it to the put-in.

Slickrock Slickrock

CFS Bags

CFS 40L Duffel  |  40 liter  |  5135 CFS 75L Duffel  |  75 liter  |  5115
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Style your team in Stio products with your personalized logo. Below are some 
examples of common requests of logo placement.
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 1) upper right chest, 2) upper sleeve, 3) center upper back, 4) interior chest pocket lining, 5) across chest

1)
2)

3)

4)

We are happy to help you get creative with logo placement if you would like 
anything other than the options displayed above.

5)

BAM Chest Embroidery Everfi Sleeve Embroidery YPO Interior Pocket Embroidery

Custom Embroidery





Womens Tops & Bottoms

Mens Tops & Bottoms

Trim Fit Regular Fit Relaxed Fit
Our most close fitting 
cut. A contemporary, 
more fashinable look, 

perfect for the modern 
mountain dweller.

Our regular fit is a medium 
cut.  Roomier than our 

Trim Fit but designed with 
athletic performance and 

comfort in mind.

Our most generous cut. 
An accommodating 

silhouette that offers 
comfort and movement.
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Danny Holland



Ordering info: To order, please send us an email at 
groupsales@stio.com or call us at 307.200.6113 
extension 628. 

Payment methods: We accept checks and all major 
credit cards. For credit terms please contact group 
sales.

Shipping: Products are shipped via Fedex Ground. 
Alternative shipping methods are available upon 
request

Return Policy: All group sales are final. Stio does not 
accept returns or exchanges on group sale purchases.

Samples: Samples can be returned within 30 days, 
provided they are in the original condition with tags 
still attached.

Custom Orders: For custom orders, please contact 
groupsales@stio.com.

Embroidery: We do not do embroidery in house, 
but we would be happy to refer you to one of our 
preferred embroiderers or screen printers. If you 
already work with a preferred embroiderer we can 
send orders to a location of your choosing.

Sourcing and Manufacturing: We have had a 
number of questions about our textile sourcing, 
where our products are made, and what our corporate 
standards are related to our manufacturing. Here are 
the answers. 

Warranty: All products are warranted against 
manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.

Visit A Stio Mountain Studio®
Jackson Hole  |  Teton Village
 
Live From Jackson Hole
Questions? Call Us 800.265.7846  |  8am - 5pm, Mon - Fri  
|  Order Entry Specialists Available 24 Hrs/Day, 7 Days/Wk  
|  Live Chat At Stio.com  |  customerservice@stio.com

Information

Casey Jillson, Brittany Mumma and Lewis Erikson return to 
Baldy Knoll Yurt after a surprise powder day of fresh tracks. 
Teton Mountains, Idaho  //  Mark Fisher 
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Nicole Jorgenson, Julian Tyo and Simone Kastner 
enjoy the post ride recovery spin back to town, 
Ketchum Idaho  //  Mike Schirf



Mark Fisher


